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GRB Properties 

Two types: 
   Short GRBs (t < 2s) 
   Long GRBs (t > 2s) 

Model: 
   NS-NS mergers             SGRBs 
   Massive star collapse    LGRBs 

Energy release in γ-rays: 
   1049-1050 ergs             SGRBs 
   1050- few x 1051 ergs   LGRBs 

Jet opening angle: 
   5 - 15 deg 

Relativistic outflows: 
   Γ ~ 500 - 1000 
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•  Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) 

–  15-150 keV 

–  FOV: 2 steradiants  

–  Centroid accuracy: 1’ - 4’ 

•  X-Ray Telescope (XRT) 

–  0.2-10.0 keV 

–  FOV: 23.6’ x 23.6’ 

–  Centroid accuracy: 5” 

•  UV/Optical Telescope (UVOT) 

–  30 cm telescope  

–  6 filters (170 nm – 600 nm) 

–  FOV: 17’ x  17’ 

–  24th mag sensitivity (1000 sec) 

–  Centroid accuracy: 0.5” 
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Swift GRBs  
statistics 

 747 GRBs as of yesterday (~ 2/week) 
 85% with X-ray observations within 300 s 
 77% with X-ray detections 
 ~60% with optical detections (UVOT and/or ground) 

 237 with redshift (41 prior to Swift) 
 >60 short GRBs localized (0 prior to Swift)  

Short GRB 

Short GRB 

FRED 



•  2005:  Short burst mystery solution.  Due to NS-NS mergers. 

•  2005:  Flares & bright afterglows.  30 min prompt GRB emission.  

•  2008:  First detection of a supernova shock break-out X-ray flash 

•  2008:  Naked-eye GRB from reverse shock  
     jet physics 

•  2009:  Discovery of 2 GRBs at z > 8 

•  2005 - 2011:  Star formation rate and  
                  metallicity evolution at z > 5 

•  2010:  Large fraction of galaxy mergers in  
    the hosts of absorbed AGN 

•  2011:  Tidal disruption super-flare of star eaten by black hole 
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Swift  Game-Changing Discoveries 

October 29, 2009                  

"Extraordinarily violent explosion that 
ended the life of a distant star." 

April 16, 2011 

"Unusual celestial event was black hole 
swallowing a star." 



High-z GRBs 

  GRB               z          Ref. 
050502B   (5.2 ph)    Alfonso+11 

050814     (5.2 ph)    Jakobsson+06 

050904     (6.29)       Totani+06 

060522     (5.11)       Cenko+06 

060927     (5.47)       Ruiz-Velasco+07 

071025     (5.2 ph)    Perley+10 

080913     (6.69)       Greiner+09 

090423     (8.2)   Salvaterra+09;Tanvir+09 

090429B   (9.2 ph)    Cucchiara+11    

9 events with z > 5  

Coward’s talk : z distribution 



High-z GRBs 

z = 8.2                      GRB 090423 

Salvaterra+09, Tanvir+09 

           z = 9.2 ph    

  GRB 090429B 

Cucchiara+11 

 Swift Science 

  - GRBs are most luminous objects in Universe 

  - Swift arcsec positions enable ground spectroscopy 

  - Unique probes of SFR, re-ionization and cosmic chemical evolution 



Tools to Study the High-z Universe 

Kistler+09; Robertson & Ellis 11 
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Kruehler’s talk: GRBs & cosmology 



Outstanding events 

Swift/UVOT 

GRB 

Pi-of-the-Sky 

GRB 080319B - "naked-eye" Burst 

Pi of the Sky Movie 

Racusin+09, Bloom+09 

 - Optical measurements within ~10 sec 

 - Peak brightness of 5.6 magnitudes!! 

 - z = 0.94   (7.5 Gyrs) 



Short Hard Bursts 

 Swift Science 

  - short GRBs likely due to NS-NS mergers 

  - Swift-Hubble program elucidating origin 
(location do not trace HG light!) 

  - Swift is partnered with LIGO to provide 
follow-up with XRT and UVOT 
  -  Swift is best observatory for rapid 
electromagnetic observations 

LIGO Hanford 

Fong+10, Fruchter+08, Fruchter+05 

HST Images of Swift Short GRBs 
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> 60 short GRBs  

Was’s talk: GRBs & GW 



Unexpected Transients: Tidal Disruption Events 

Burrows+11; Zauderer+11 (Nature); Bloom+11; Levan+11 (Science)  

 Swift Science 

  - BAT discovery of bright transient Mar '11 

  - Located at center of non-AGN galaxy 

  - Emission due to relativistic jet from star torn apart by ~106-7 Mo black hole 

  - TDEs long predicted but never seen so clearly.  Jet not predicted 



Unexpected Transients: TDE or GRB or none? 

Campana+11 Thöne+11 

Minor body falling into a NS GRB+SN at z=0.3 

z = 0.847 : distance problem solved? (Levan+13) 

Both models are incorrect or wrong HG? 



Supernovae 

XRT -  SN 2008D 

 Swift Science 

  -  SN shock breakout discovered by Swift/XRT 

  -  Swift is accumulating best UV data set on Type Ia SNe.   

 -  Restframe UV understanding is critical for cosmology 
applications of SNe 

  -  Swift has detected far more SNe in X-rays and UV than any 
other mission 
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SN 2011ef (Ia) 

UVOT uv 

Mazzali+08, Tanaka+09, Campana+06, Mazzali+06, Pian+06, Melandri+12 



Synergies with Other Missions 

3C 454.3 

UVOT 
XRT 

radio  

LAT 

•   Fermi & AGILE:   Follow-up of GRBs, blazars, unidentified sources, .... 

•   TeV observatories:   joint observations of blazars, triggers for GRB searches 

•   LIGO/VIRGO:  Agreement, follow up of transients, triggers for GRB searches 

•   Herschel:  UV grism observation of young stellar systems 

•   IceCube:  agreement, follow up of transients, triggers for GRB searches 

•   EVLA & LOFAR:  Collaboration, triggers for GRB searches 

•   NuSTAR:  MoU in discussion, BAT source finder 

•   Planck:  MoU, joint observations of blazars 

•   INTEGRAL & MAXI:  follow-up of transients GRBs 

•   XMM & Chandra:  synergy in TOO programs 

•   HST:  Deep follow-up observations of GRBs   
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New Operations Initiatives 

•    Enhanced BAT triggering 
-  Fluence triggering for long transients (ex:  galactic superbursters) 
-  Galaxy positions in BAT on-board catalog 

•    Automated / rapid tiling observations for large error boxes 
-   Fermi / LAT  low significance bursts 
-   Advance LIGO – Virgo triggers 

•    BAT sub-threshold catalog to be released 
      and real-time release from then on 

Auto Sky Tiling 
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Evolving Observing Time: change of strategy 
for GRBs observations 

  GRBs 

  Target of Opportunities (TOOs) 

  Guest Investigator targets / Fill-ins 
  SAA & Calibration 

   2008 

27% 

18% 38% 

17% 

     2005 

46% 

6% 
13% 

35% 

    2011 

17% 

30% 
35% 

18% 

TOOs per Year 

Year 

N
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   High-z GRBs  
-  Aggressive follow-up for high-z events
-  BAT fluence trigger for stretched GRBs
- New ground instruments (IR spec; X-shooter)

    Short GRBs  
-  Key project with HST for Swift SGRB obs.
- Joint obs. with Advanced LIGO-VIRGO

  Unexpected Transient (TDE)  
-  Sensitive wide-field monitoring with BAT,  80% of sky every day
-  New fluence triggers & expanded on-board catalog increases sensitivity
- Gas cloud approaching MW center in 2013 may produce a nearby event

Future… 

    SNe  
-  Swift project with PTF to follow rare events
-  SN shock breakout searches with BAT using expanded onboard galaxy catalog
- Key project to find techniques to standardize SNe in UV

  Orbit & ToO  
-  Swift in orbit until >2020 
- Maintain the current flexibility 
for growing community

  BAT Survey  
-  Ever growing catalog
-  Ground-based counterpart 
program ramping up
-  Tools available for community 
use of the survey
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Summary 
•  World’s premier GRB observatory: outstanding science results on GRBs          

(X-ray light curve, high-z GRBs, GRB-SN connection, short GRBs) 

•  Rate of publications remains high and includes game-changing papers 

•  GI program (5 Ms/year) making discoveries on a broad range of topics 

•  Unique Time Domain sampling and wavelength coverage 

•  Up to 75 target per day; >1000 observing program per year 
•  Autonomous response (s to min): GRBs, SGRs, flare stars, X-ray transients 
•  ToO response in periods from minutes up to hours and/or days 
•  Now: spending most of its observing time on non-GRBs source 

•  Swift has improved capabilities and exciting new opportunities: 

•  Automated tiling of large error regions to identify high-value events 
•  Augmented on-board catalog to find transients in nearby galaxies 
•  Improved ground-based instruments to identify high-z GRBs 
•  Future collaboration to find & identify gravitational wave event 

•  Detected for the first time the onset of an extragalactic jet (+1) result of a TDE by SMBH 



…the end 


